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Abstract
This chapter deals with an overview of design and fabrication of three-dimensional
(3D) scaffolds for tissue engineering (TE) applications using the electrospinning
technique. A general introduction to cellulose, a short overview of sources and
methodology for the production of cellulose nanocrystals (CNCs), and principles of
tissue engineering and the electrospinning technique will be given. Applications for
CNCs are manifold and range from super water absorbent, drug delivery, packaging,
personal care to pharmaceuticals. However, in this chapter the application in tissue
engineering will be discussed in detail.
Keywords: Cellulose nanocrystals, tissue engineering, electrospinning, three-dimen‐
sional scaffold
1. Introduction
Cellulose, the most ubiquitous natural biopolymer, is considered as a virtually inexhaustible
source of raw material for the increasing demand of environmentally friendly, sustainable and
biocompatible products [1, 2]. Despite its ubiquity in essentially every traditional and long-
established scientific and industrial field, cellulose permanently occupies prominent positions
in the most advanced and emerging technologies, as well [3]. It has been used either in native
or regenerated form in several applications including paper, board, fibers, films, textiles,
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packaging materials, hygienic products, and serves as a support material in chromatography
and many other life science applications[1]. The most common attributes when describing the
importance of cellulose are hydrophilicity, high reactivity, low fouling properties, renewabil‐
ity, nontoxicity, and the compatibility with many other organic and inorganic materials. This
facilitates the creation of hybrid materials and nanocomposites with unique properties such
as conductive fibers, papers with printed circuits, flame retardancy, and wound dressing
materials [1].
Cellulose is the major component in the rigid cell walls of wood, other bio-plants and certain
bacteria, algae, fungi, and some marine animals (e.g., tunicates). Cellulose is a linear syndio‐
tactic homopolymer consisting of D-anhydroglucopyranose units (AGU), which are covalently
connected through β-(1 →  4)-glycosidic bonds between the carbon atoms C(1) and C’(4) of
adjacent glucose units, resulting in a cellobiose unit (see Figure 1), which is the main building
block of the cellulose polymer [4, 5]. The elemental composition of cellulose (carbon: 44-45%,
hydrogen: 6.0-6.5%, and the rest being oxygen) was first revealed by the French chemist,
Anselme Payen in 1838 [6]. Each of the AGU units consists of three free hydroxyl groups (at
C-2, C-3 and C-6), which usually determine the reactivity of the cellulose polymer. The terminal
hydroxyl groups at both ends of the cellulose chains (C-1 and C-4) are chemically different in
nature. The C-1 at the right end of the chain is an aliphatic aldehyde group with reducing
property, whereas C-4 at the left end is an alcoholic hydroxyl group with nonreducing property
(see Figure 1). Cellulose exists in six different polymorphs, namely cellulose I, II, III, and IV.
Among these, cellulose I occurs in two allomorphs, that is, Iα and Iβ. Cellulose II or regenerated
cellulose is formed by treating native cellulose I with either strong alkali solution or by
precipitating cellulose I with Schweitzer’s reagent (tetraamminediaquacopper dihydroxide
[Cu(NH3)4(H2O)2](OH)2). Cellulose III (IIII and IIIII) and cellulose IV (IVI and IVII) are obtained
from either cellulose I or cellulose II with suitable modification [7-9]. Hearle et al. developed
a two-phase model or fringed fibril model assuming that cellulose I contains low-ordered so-
called amorphous and highly ordered, that is, crystalline regions [10]. This means that cellulose
I is not perfectly crystalline. The intramolecular hydrogen bonds are formed between O-3-H
and O-5´and also between O-2-H and O-6´ of one AGU unit and the adjacent AGU unit of the
same polymer chain. The intermolecular hydrogen bonds are formed between O-6-H and O-3
´of the AGU units of one polymer chain and the neighboring chain. Eventually, the different
hydrogen bonding modes are responsible for the formation of stiff and rigid linear chains,
which can further assemble into microfibrils with different chain lengths and orientation.
When subjected to proper combinations of mechanical, chemical, and/or enzymatic treatments,
these highly ordered crystalline regions present within the microfibrils can be isolated [11].
The isolated crystalline part is referred to as cellulose nanocrystals (CNCs). Owing to its
nanoscale dimension and intrinsic physicochemical properties such as excellent biodegrada‐
bility, a low eco-toxicity, biocompatibility, high specific strength and modulus, high surface
area, and unique optical properties, CNCs are promising renewable biomaterials that can be
used as a reinforcing component in the preparation of high-performance nanocomposite
scaffold materials. Many new highly porous 3D scaffold materials with attractive properties
can be prepared by the physical incorporation of CNC into a natural or synthetic polymer
matrix, which will be discussed in section 5.
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Figure 1. Molecular structure of the cellulose macromolecule.
2. Cellulose nanocrystals – Sources and methodology of preparation
Cellulose is at the forefront in scientific development in the areas of medicine, drug delivery,
and sensoric applications, to name just a few, with a pronounced shift of employing cellulose
substrates in nanometric dimensions, especially cellulose nanocrystals (CNCs). An array of
attractive properties in combination with above-mentioned attributes are the main reason for
an immense body of work, conducted with CNCs can be obtained following either of the two
approaches: bottom-up by biosynthesis or top-down by disintegration of plant materials [11,
12]. Acid hydrolysis of cellulose substrates is the most widely used procedure for obtaining
CNCs. The driving force of CNC formation in acidic media is the difference in solubility of
structural regions in bulk cellulose, namely amorphous and crystalline entities. While amor‐
phous regions of the cellulose substrates dissolve and hydrolyze in acidic solutions, crystalline
domains readily reassemble to form nanocrystals, nanorods, or nanowhiskers (see Figure 2)
[13]. Sulfuric acid (H2SO4) is a common hydrolyzing agent, which also imparts the resultant
nanocrystals with surface sulfate groups, making their colloidal dispersions very stable due
to present charges (accordingly, hydrochloric acid, for instance, yields CNC particles with a
weaker charge with poor colloidal stability).
A wide variety of suitable cellulose raw materials can be employed for preparation of CNCs;
consequently, different physical properties can be expected. An interesting and, so far to a
certain extent, underutilized source for production of cellulose nanocrystals are fibers derived
from oil palm trunks. Processed using acid hydrolysis with H2SO4, prepared CNCs possess an
increase in crystallinity and this feature, coupled with removal of lignin and hemicelluloses
contributed to enhanced thermal stability [18]. Despite its abundance, corn husks are also
representatives of a class of natural materials which have not been extensively appropriated
for the production of cellulose nanocrystals. Isolation of CNCs with acid hydrolysis of
pretreated corn husk verified the suitability of the material as a precursor for cellulose
nanocrystals, with emphasis on treatment time, which affects the degree of crystallinity,
particle size, and thermal stability of the product [19]. Another environmentally sustainable
approach for the production of cellulose nanocrystals is the use of wastepaper with its
abundance and inexpensiveness. Acid hydrolysis with H2SO4 of alkali-treated and bleached
cellulose particles yielded CNCs with 100-300 nm in length and 3-10 nm in diameter and
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crystallinity degree of approx. 76% [20]. An alternative source for production of cellulose
nanocrystals is also bacterial cellulose, which is produced by acetic acid bacteria in either
synthetic or nonsynthetic media via oxidative fermentation [21]. Preparation of bacterial
cellulose-derived nanocrystals with different sulfate contents and, consequently, widely
different colloidal properties was reported by varying the type of acid used as hydrolytic agent
[22]. Whether hydrochloric acid (HCl), its mixture with H2SO4 or H2SO4 alone were used,
prepared crystals exhibited zeta potential values of -5, -40, and -46 mV; in return, surface
character of particles influenced their colloidal stability and interactions with other materials
(e.g., xyloglucan). Kenaf bast fibers were also employed for the preparation of CNC colloidal
Figure 2. A) Schematics of cellulose fibers depicting crystalline and amorphous regions, and cellulose nanocrystals
(with hydroxyl and sulfate groups) after sulfuric acid hydrolysis of the disordered amorphous regions. Reprinted with
permission from ref [14]. Copyright 2011 Royal Society of Chemistry. (B) TEM micrographs of dispersion of cellulose
nanocrystals derived from different sources: (b1) microcrystalline cellulose (Avicel), (b2) tunicate[15], (b3) green algae
(Cladophora sp.) [16], and (b4) ramie [17]. (A) Reprinted with permission from ref [17]. Copyright 2008 Royal Society of
Chemistry. (B) Reprinted with permission from refs [15] and [16]. Copyright 2012 and 2008 American Chemical Soci‐
ety.
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suspensions, with cellulose extraction (a combination of alkaline treatment and bleaching)
followed by acid hydrolysis [23]. Sugarcane bagasse served as a source for CNCs, which were
prepared with a sulfuric acid treatment [24]. Softwood and hardwood were used in addition
to nonwood sources (cotton linters and cattail, i.e., Typha) and red algae as a representative
of marine pulp for the production of CNCs by H2SO4 hydrolysis. Dimensions of the obtained
CNCs can be grouped according to the material class, with wood-source-derived particles
having length from approx. 170 nm to approx. 180 nm, cattail and cotton-based particles from
approx. 250 nm to approx. 278 nm, while red-algae-based CNCs exhibit the longest particles,
i.e., approx. 432 nm. Nonwood CNCs exhibit superior thermal stability to wood-derived ones.
Behavior, performance, and interactions with host material of CNC-embedded products rely
on particles’ geometry, i.e., 3D size, their aspect ratio, crystallinity, amount and type of surface
groups, their distribution in a host matrix, and rheological properties [25]. Besides its above-
mentioned intrinsic properties, CNCs also have superior mechanical properties, and a surface
covered with numerous hydroxyl groups that enables different chemical modifications like
oxidation esterification, silyation, and polymer grafting. These amazing physicochemical
properties and widespread application prospect of CNCs (in personal care, foods, pharma‐
ceuticals, as drug carriers, anticoagulant materials, and in TE) have attracted significant
interest from both research scientists and industrialists.
3. Tissue engineering – Introduction to basic principles
Tissue engineering (TE) is an interdisciplinary field that applies the principles of engineering
and life science toward the development of smart biological substitutes (e.g., 3D scaffolds),
which potentially restore, maintain, and improve tissue functions that are malfunctioned or
have been lost by different pathological conditions or as a whole organ of the human body [26].
The field of TE still remains a fast-growing area with high-potential treatments for many kinds
of disease states. In TE, the cells are usually cultured/seeded onto biodegradable scaffolds that
mimic the extracellular matrix (ECM), which exhibits a hierarchical architecture with structural
features ranging from nano- to macrometer scale [27]. In general, cell microenvironment is
very complex, and it constitutes ECM proteins, bioactive growth factors, receptors, and
neighboring cells (see Figure 3). Behavior, function, and fate of cells are determined by their
interaction with biochemical and biophysical cues within their surrounding microenviron‐
ment [28]. In particular, the interaction between biochemical cues, for example, receptor
coupling to ECM proteins or cytokines, and biophysical cues such as modulus and fibrillar
structure play a decisive role in cell fate decision [28, 29]. These cell–ECM interactions are very
dynamic, since cells interact with and respond to ECM signals and accordingly can change
their microenvironments. Therefore, the understanding and interlinking of bidirectional cross
talk between the microenvironment and resident cells are highly important for developing
efficient strategies to regenerate tissues [28]. Generally, ECM differs in composition and spatial
assembly of their protein components such as collagen, elastin, proteoglycans, and adhesion
molecules depending on the types of body tissues. It further inherently assembles to keep a
specific tissue morphology and to supply specific instructive cues for the cells of the different
organs [30].
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Figure 3. Schematic of the extracellular matrix. Fibrous matrix proteins (e.g., collagen, fibrin, elastin) provide structural
and mechanical cues to direct cell behavior; soluble signals are sequestered by proteoglycans (proteins with polysac‐
charide moieties) and interact with cell surface receptors to direct cell migration, proliferation, and differentiation; in‐
tegrins (transmembrane receptors) bind to matrix proteins for cell adhesion; ECM degradation enzymes (e.g., matrix
metalloproteinases, serine proteinases, plasmin) cleave matrix components during cell motility and matrix remodeling.
Reprinted with permission from ref [31]. Copyright 2012 Elsevier.
A unique but the simplest approach in TE and its related field regenerative medicine comprises
the implantation of a scaffold that possesses inherent properties to actively promote the body’s
inborn capacity of healing and self-repair/growth of cells and tissue regeneration [27]. Scaffolds
in general exhibit several attractive features that can influence their performance, and therefore
the scaffolds should be carefully designed with all essential physicochemical properties for
each targeted tissue. The scaffold materials, in general, should have the capacity to mimic the
form and function of ECM in order to promote the cell–biomaterial interactions, cellular
invasion, attachment, infiltration or migration, differentiation, and proliferation, thus render‐
ing the lost tissue regeneration [27]. They should also permit sufficient transport of gases and
nutrients, and allow regulatory factors to achieve cell survival [27]. Physiochemical properties
of the scaffold materials, for instance, the roughness, topography, functional groups, porosity,
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pore size, pore interconnectivity, and surface area to volume ratio are the key aspects that
should be considered in the design of scaffolds, because they play a pivotal role in tissue
growth, vascularization, and nutrient supply [28, 32-38]. Furthermore, the scaffolds should be
mechanically strong and easily biodegradable at a controlled rate under the condition of
interest, and provide a low degree of inflammation and cytotoxicity [39].
Biodegradability of a scaffold under a given condition is an important issue in TE, and thus
materials for scaffolds design should be carefully chosen. The material should be absorbable
and subjectable to degradation. The rate of degradation should match the time of tissue
formation, that is, until the scaffold material is mechanically stable and possesses all its intrinsic
physicochemical properties and the injured tissue is completely replaced by healthy tissue and
its functions are restored [35, 39]. Taking these points into consideration, the selection of the
scaffold materials and the preparation methodology is highly dependent on the requirements
of the desired applications and given properties of the scaffold. Further, the most difficult
challenge in TE is to create a scaffold with specific physical, chemical, mechanical, and biological
properties. As stated above, the mechanical (dimensional) stability of the scaffold is impera‐
tive in TE, and it should yield similar performance to the tissues to be repaired or regenerat‐
ed. In this way, the scaffold would give a better mechanical integration of the construct in the
biological tissue. In addition, the mechanical signals (i.e., the performance of the scaffold under
a given condition) are known to create impact on the “cell fate” [40] and therefore a considera‐
tion is usually given to the role of mechanotransduction during cell expansion and differentia‐
tion [41, 42]. Overall, a precise modulation of these mentioned properties is highly challenging
as biological tissues present a vast spectrum of mechanical properties, which are governed by
their  anatomical  functions.  For  example,  many  tissues,  in  general,  are  viscoelastic  with
nonlinear, anisotropic, and heterogeneous mechanical properties [43].
The materials (synthetic and/or from natural origin) and fabrication methods that enable the
manufacturing of scaffolds with defined micro- and nanostructure length scales for different
TE applications are manifold. As natural and derivatized biopolymers starch, carrageenan,
alginate, chitin, chitosan, gellan gum, hyaluronic acid, chondroitin sulfate, lingocellulose,
cellulose acetate [44], carboxymethyl cellulose [45], cellulose acetate propionate [46], hydroxy‐
proply cellulose [47] are used for creating scaffolds and cell culturing owing to their inherent
bioactivity, low toxicity, high biocompatibility and in most cases biodegradability [48]. Proteins
such as collagen, gelatin, elastin, silk fibroin, and fibrin are also employed for the same purpose
[48-50]. In the case of the synthetically based category, aliphatic polyesters such as poly(L-
lactic acid), polycaprolactone, poly(glycolide), and poly-[D,L-(lactide-co-glycolide)], polyethy‐
lene oxide,  polyvinyl alcohol,  poly(N-isopropylacrylamide),  polyacrylic  acid,  and poly(2-
hydroxyethylmethacrylate) are widely employed for preparing TE scaffolds since they exhibit
excellent biocompatibility, biodegradability, and considerable mechanical stability [34].
While significant advances were made over the years, it is still impossible to design and
engineer TE scaffolds having all desired properties from a conventional single polymeric
material. In this regard, in order to better mimic the ECM hierarchical structure and for efficient
growth of cells, electrospun nanocomposite fiber mats generated from multicomponent
systems have gained a significant interest for different TE applications in the recent years, due
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to their good mechanical properties, nanotopography, and well-defined porosity [28, 32-34].
In order to overcome some limitations such as weak mechanical properties, lack of electrical
conductivity, the absence of adhesive and microenvironment-defining moieties, or the
incompetence to enable cells to self-assemble to 3D tissues [51], incorporation of nanofillers as
reinforcing agents have become a popular approach in the past years. Several inorganic and
organic nanofillers have been used together with polymeric materials for the preparation of
TE scaffolds targeting at regeneration of different tissues of interest. As nanofillers, hydrox‐
yapatite, carbon nanotubes, metal nanoparticles (e.g., silver, gold, and iron oxide), etc. have
been used for the controlled immobilization of several biologically active molecules as well as
to construct complex 3D tissues of different cell types [51-53]. Despite the number of advan‐
tages of metal or carbon-based nanofillers, there are some challenges and issues that remain
to be addressed, including processability, toxicity, biocompatibility, and biodegradability. In
this context, CNCs in particular, are highly attractive and important. They have emerged as
potential nanofillers for preparation of biobased nanostructured composite materials, due to
their aforementioned intrinsic properties [54]. Moreover, as specified before, CNCs exhibit low
elongation at break, high aspect ratio, high surface area, and high crystallinity, which make
them excellent candidates as load-bearing components for obtaining high-strength scaffold
materials [55, 56]. For fabricating 3D scaffolds with nanofibrillar structures and with nanoto‐
pography to better mimic ECM dimensions, the electrospinning technique has been used
extensively during the last few years, which will be discussed in the next section.
4. Electrospinning technique – Introduction to basic principles
Electrospinning is a straightforward, cost-effective, and robust technique, which is nowadays
frequently applied in engineering well-defined nanocomposites fiber mats/scaffolds that hold
promise in serving as a synthetic ECM. It utilizes electrical forces to create fine polymer fibers
with diameters ranging from a few micrometers down to a few nanometers using polymer
solutions of both natural and synthetic polymers [57]. This technique has been known for over
60 years in the textile industry for manufacturing nonwoven fiber fabrics, but has received a
great importance only in the past decade. This is not only because of its versatility in spinning
a wide range of polymeric fibers with controlled pore structure, but also due to its ability to
consistently produce fibers in the submicron range that is otherwise difficult to achieve by
using standard mechanical fiber spinning techniques [58-62]. Among several other advantages
provided by this technique, it also gives the possibility to manipulate the spun fiber compo‐
sition and produce highly reproducible fiber mats with micro- or nanotopography while
enabling to tailor the fiber diameter, porosity, orientation, density, and high surface-area-to-
volume ratio. Owing to these advantages, electrospun nanofibers have been widely examined
for their use in numerous fields including nanocatalysis, protective clothing, filtration,
biomedical, pharmaceutical, optical electronics, healthcare, as well as in tissue engineering
[63-68]. Techniques such as electrostatic precipitators and pesticide sprayers work similarly to
the electrospinning process; however, the latter process is mainly based on the principle that
the applied strong mutual electrical repulsive forces overcome weaker forces of surface tension
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in the charged polymer liquid. There are, currently, two standard electrospinning setups –
vertical and horizontal. In general, the electrospinning process is conducted at ambient
temperature and pressure. The typical electrospinning apparatus setup is depicted in Figure 4.
Figure 4. Schematic representation illustrating the set up of an electrospinning apparatus. A) typical vertical set up, b)
horizontal setup. Reprinted with permission from ref [59]. Copyright 2010 Elsevier.
A basic electrospinning setup consists of three major components such as a high-voltage power
supply; a spinneret, i.e., a pipette tip or a plastic syringe; and a grounded collecting plate that
is usually a metal screen, plate, or rotating mandrel, and the technique uses electrical forces
for stretching the solubilized polymer as it falls and solvent evaporates out. In this technique,
prior to the spinning the dissolved polymer solution or melt of interest is introduced into the
capillary tube and then a high-voltage electrical field is applied between a metallic nozzle of
a syringe and a metallic collector. As a result, the polymer solution or melt, held by its surface
tension at the end of the capillary tube is subjected to a high electrical field, and this high-
voltage source induces charge of a certain polarity on the liquid surface of the polymer solution
or melt. At end of the needle tip, the polymer solution deforms from a pendant droplet to a
conical shape (Taylor cone). When the strength of the electrical force is stronger than the surface
tension of the polymer solution, a jet with polymer solution is formed and ejected subsequently
from the cone surface and travels to the opposite polarity, i.e., metallic collector. As soon as
the polymer jet solution travels, the solvent evaporates in the air, together with stretching and
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acceleration of the polymer jet, leading to the deposition of an extremely thin polymer
(nano-)fiber on the collector. The polymer jet is only stable at the end of the capillary tube and
after that the instability begins, and thus electrospinning process offers a simplified method
for the manufacturing of ultrathin nanofibers [59-62].
5. Cellulose-based scaffold – Materials’ characterization and role in cell
growth
Despite several advantages mentioned above in different fields, the application of electro‐
spinning and spun nanofibers in the field of TE is as yet not realized up to its full potential,
and there are still some challenges that need proper attention. The diameters of electrospun
nanofibers are usually orders of magnitude smaller when compared to the sizes of cells. As a
result, the cells are able to organize over the fibers of the scaffold or spread and attach to the
initially adsorbed proteins or cells at multiple focal points [62]. Regardless of its numerous
attractive properties, scaffolds pose some other limitations such as nonuniform cellular
distribution and lack of cellular migration/infiltration with increasing depth under normal
passive seeding conditions. This is because the electrospun scaffolds or mats are often
characterized by entangled fibers and a densely packed membrane structure that give obvious
limitation to cellular migration/infiltration and populate in the interior of the scaffolds. These
drawbacks could potentially hamper the development and potential applicability of electro‐
spun fibers, in particular for 3D tissue or organs. In this context, the issue of cellular infiltration
into the fiber architecture is gaining more and more attention owing to its potential in
stagnating further applications of electrospun scaffolds materials in various TE applications.
To overcome these limitations, an extensive set of fabrication techniques, such as wet electro‐
spinning, laser or UV photolithography, salt leaching, polymer blending, solvent casting or a
combination of nanofibers and microfibers, have been used to obtain scaffolds having enlarged
pore size, and interconnectivity, and subsequently promote cellular migration/infiltration
[69-71]. Up to now, the electrospinning technique has been increasingly exploited in the
production of nanofibrous scaffolds or mats from the widest range of polymeric materials
(natural and synthetic) for tissue engineering applications (see section 3). Besides the limitation
to cellular migration/infiltration, another important major concern with spun 3D scaffolds,
which are made from either mono or bicomponent system, is mechanical stability, since they
are often not strong enough for many tissue engineering applications, as described above. One
way to improve the mechanical properties of the electrospun scaffold is to integrate some
reinforcing agents or fillers, and for such purpose a range of materials is used, which can be
found elsewhere.
Among other materials, incorporation of stiff and rodlike CNCs with high aspect ratios as
reinforcing agent into the electrospun fiber mats have been investigated as an effective and
alternative method in numerous studies in fabricating a high-strength and highly porous
composite scaffold with multiscaled features, which would better mimic the natural hierarch‐
ical organization of ECM [72-74]. 3D porous scaffolds consisting of naturally occurring CNCs
as reinforcing agents are important and attractive for many TE applications due to their vast
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number of above-mentioned advantages [73,74]. Electrospinning technique allows CNCs to
orient along the fiber axis, thus yielding unidirectional fiber-reinforced composites for
applications that require high-fiber stiffness, uniform morphology, and reduced fiber diameter
[72-74]. Until now, numerous electrospun composite materials incorporated with CNCs have
been produced from natural and synthetic polymers, and employed in the production of 3D
tissues for implantation. Jia et al. investigated the potential applicability of CNCs in combi‐
nation with microcrystalline cellulose (MC) as fillers in electrospun cellulose acetate (CA)
nanofiber mats for vascular tissue scaffolds [75]. It has been found that the electrospun fibers
are in the range of submicron and the incorporation of CNC and MC increased the porosity of
the scaffolds, for example, a mean diameter of 1016 ± 572 nm and porosity of 80±9% are
obtained at a ratio of 1:1 (MC:CNC, 10 wt.%). To understand the impact of CNC and MC on
the viability of rat aortic vascular smooth muscle cells (VSMC) within the generated scaffolds
were tested in vitro. It turned out that the cell viability, adhesion, migration, and proliferation
with the scaffold integrated with CNC and MC are significantly improved compared with
those of CA alone, confirming the synergistic enhancement by the micro- and nanoscaled
features within the 3D fibrous mesh structure. In the recent work, He et al. fabricated the
electrospun all-cellulose nanocomposite materials reinforced with 20% CNC, which are
uniaxially aligned using a rotating drum as collector [76]. The obtained scaffold material
showed well-dispersed and substantially orientated CNCs along the fiber axis, and, further,
the inclusion of CNCs induced a positive effect in creating scaffolds with uniform morphology
and ordered distribution of nanofibers with diameter ranging from 212 to 221 nm. The resulting
final material with ordered microstructure demonstrated a remarkable improvement in the
tensile properties; for instance, the tensile strength and the elastic modulus are increased by
102% and 172% in the fiber alignment direction, due to enhanced interfacial bonding between
CNCs and the regenerated cellulose matrix employed in the production of the electrospun
scaffold. The applicability of the material is tested for the growth of human dental follicle cells
(cDFCs), and the results illustrated that the fiber mats are nontoxic and the cells are able to
attach, infiltrate, and subsequently proliferate in the entire scaffold, thereby inducing ordered
organization of cDFCs along the fiber alignment direction (Figure 5). The authors have further
proposed that these microstructured electrospun scaffolds can be used in several other TE
strategies, for example, in the development of blood vessel, tendon, or nerves, where the
mechanical performance and cell orientation are critical issues [77].
Huang et al. manufactured mechanically highly stable electrospun scaffold composed of
nanofibers from silk protein such as fibroin and CNCs (diameter: 20–40 nm, length: 400–500
nm) as nanofillers that are extracted from Morus alba L. branch bark [73]. Results showed that
in the resulting material, the nanoparticles CNCs are well dispersed and considerably oriented
along the fiber axis in the silk fibroin matrix, as reported by the author. The electrospun fiber
mats reinforced with CNCs (2%) showed almost twofold increase in the mechanical properties
such as the tensile strength and the Young’s modulus compared to virgin (unreinforced) silk
fibroin nanofiber. Interestingly, the electrospun nanofibers that were obtained using bacterial
cellulose nanocrystals as nanofiller and silk fibroin showed similar increase in the mechanical
properties [73, 78]. Unfortunately, the importance of electrospun scaffolds derived from
fibroin/CNCs is not recognized as cell growth material in TE to date.
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While the scaffolds manufactured from fully renewable cellulose are highly captivating and
important for TE applications, the electrospinning of these natural origins is always demand‐
ing and needs special care in choosing the right solvent and viscosity of the polymer solution.
It can be resolved, however, by blending CNCs with synthetic biopolymers to meet the right
solution viscosity and consistency in electrospinning. In this regard, in the recent years,
synthetic biopolymers, in particular, PLA in combination with CNCs as nanofiller, have
received a vast interest in the production of electrospun nanocomposite fibers [79]. For
example, in the work of Xian et al., PLA electrospun nanofiber mats incorporated with CNCs
prepared from avicel (microcrystalline) cellulose are fabricated [79]. It has been found that the
strength of the nanofibers is improved by 30% with loading of 1 wt.% CNCs. The latter acted
as nucleating agent of PLA crystallization leading to increased crystallinity of PLA in the
resulting nanocomposite fibers. In another work by Shi et al., PLA/CNCs electrospun fiber
mats from a solvent mixture consisting of N,N’-dimethylformamide (DMA) and chloroform
were prepared and characterized in terms of in vitro degradation properties [80]. The obtained
nanocomposite mats showed 5-fold and 22-fold increase in tensile stress and Young’s modulus
upon the addition of 5 wt.% CNCs, and they undergo faster degradation in phosphate-buffered
saline (PBS) solution than that in neat PLA mats. These types of materials exhibiting superior
mechanical and fast degradation properties are particularly interesting for making TE scaffolds
targeted at short-term application CNCs.
Owing to the fact that CNCs are highly polar and show high tendency for the formation of
hydrogen bonding promoting agglomeration, dispersing aqueous or nonpolar-based CNCs in
a PLA matrix is highly tedious and time consuming. To overcome this hurdle, Li et al. proposed
an alternative approach based on a water-in-oil (W/O) emulsion system consisting of a
dispersed phase of CNCs aqueous suspension and an immiscible continuous phase of PLA
solution [81]. The electrospun fiber mats prepared from these system showed either a core-
shell or hollow structure depending on the emulsion droplet size, and the CNCs are aligned
along the core or on the wall of the hollow cylinder (Figure 6). Upon the addition of 5 wt.%
CNCs, a drastic increase in stiffness (Young’s modulus), i.e., up to 549% and maximum increase
Figure 5. Confocal laser scanning microscopy images of hDFCs loaded in electrospun cellulose/CNCs nanocomposite
nanofibers: (a) cultured for 3 days, (b) cultured for 7 days, and (c) the 3D view of electrospun nanofibers with cells.
Scale bar: 50 μm. Reprinted with permission from ref [76]. Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society.
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of tensile strength of 90% are obtained for the electrospun composite fiber mats. As described
by the authors, besides the reinforcement offered by the CNCs, these hollow structures, as
multifunctional system, can be potentially employed in several applications such as for the
attachment of biologically active molecules, controlled drug delivery, and as scaffolds.
Figure 6. Correlations between emulsion droplet size (a ~6 μm, b ~3 μm, and c <1 μm) and electrospun fiber structure
(d and g represent core-shell; e and f, hollow cylinder; and h, CNC aggregation). Reprinted with permission from ref
[81]. Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society.
Zhou et al. used PLA grafted with maleic anhydride (MPLA) in order to advance the interfacial
tension between the hydrophobic PLA matrix and the hydrophilic CNCs [82]. The fiber mats
electrospun from MPLA and CNCs (5 wt.%) showed reduced diameter and polydispersity
with increased CNCs content, and improved thermal and mechanical properties (e.g., tensile
strength increased up to more than 10 MPa). The suitability of scaffolds for in vitro degradation
and cytocompatability are tested using human adult adipose (derived from mesenchymal stem
cells, hASCs; see Figure 7). Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that the cells could attach
and proliferate in the entire scaffold (not only on the surface but also deep inside the fiber
mats) and induce ordered cellular organization in fiber alignment direction. Results showed
that the scaffolds are highly biocompatible, biodegradable, and cytocompatible, demonstrat‐
ing that they have high potential to be used in bone tissue engineering [82].
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Figure 7. Response of hASCss to PLA/CNC and MPLA/CNC nanofibrous scaffolds after 7 days of culture. Fluores‐
cence micrographs of stained cells consisting of live (green) and dead (red) cells for PLA (a); PLA/CNC-5 (b); MPLA
(c); and MPLA/CNC-5 (d) scaffolds, scale bar represents 75 μm; proliferation viability of cells (e). Reproduced with
permission from ref [82]. Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society.
Nanocomposite fiber mats based on biodegradable poly(ε-caprolactone), PCL, widely used in
TE, is also prepared by means of electrospinning by incorporating with CNCs [83]. The
inclusion of CNCs with increasing concentrations into the PCL matrix induced considerably
positive effects on the mechanical, thermal, and surface properties. The tensile strength and
modulus are increased to 36% (with 10 wt.% CNCs) and 167% (with 15 wt.% CNCs). In another
study, electrospun PCL nanofibers are reinforced with CNCs, which are obtained from ramie
cellulose fibers. In this case, in order to improve the interfacial tension with the PCL matrix,
the surface of CNCs is chemically modified with low molecular weight PCL diol [84]. Although
this approach yielded unexpected results on the morphology of the nonwoven mats in which
the individual nanofibers became annealed during the electrospinning process, the mechanical
properties of the nanofibers are significantly improved after reinforcing with 2.5 wt.% CNCs.
For example, the Young’s modulus and the tensile strength are increased up to 1.5-fold and
many folds compared to those of pure PCL mats.
As CNCs are dispersible in water, a direct mixing of CNCs with several water soluble polymers
is feasible. As a consequence, several research groups have attempted to develop multifunc‐
tional electrospun scaffolds based on water-soluble polymer matrices applicable for TE
applications, such as polyethylene oxide (PEO) [85, 86] and polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) [74, 84].
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In the case of nanofiber mats electrospun from PVA and CNCs aqueous dispersion, the
incorporation of CNCs displayed a considerable reinforcement effect, in particular, on the
aligned electrospun PVA fiber mats compared with the isotropic ones. For instance, the aligned
mats demonstrated a 35% and 45% increase in Young’s modulus and tensile strength compared
to the isotropic mats. Moreover, aligned PVA/CNCs fibers yielded a lower diameter compared
to the fibers that are produced from PVA alone. With addition of 15 wt.% CNCs the tensile
strength and Young’s modulus are further increased to 95% and 118% for the aligned PVA/
CNCs, clearly demonstrating that the CNCs with high aspect ratio can align inside the polymer
matrix during electrospinning because of the higher shear force of the polymer jet, thereby
causing tremendous increase in the physical properties of the material [74]. In a similar work
carried out by Peresin et al., the reinforcement effect of CNCs on electrospun PVA with
different concentrations of acetyl groups and CNCs is studied, and the results showed a
significant improvement in the mechanical properties [84]. It is suggested that the higher
hydrolysis degree of PVA caused a strong interaction between PVA and CNCs, led to effective
reinforcement of the fiber mats, which can be related to the reinforcing effect of the dispersed
phase of CNCs, via the percolation network held by hydrogen bonds. The PEO/CNCs
electrospun nanocomposite fiber mats are also prepared by using different concentration of
wood-based CNCs (up to 20 wt.%). In this case, upon increasing the CNCs concentration in
electrospinning solution, more uniform and finer nanofibers are formed [85], due to an
enhanced electrical conductivity of the spinning solution. Furthermore, the tensile strength
and Young’s modulus are substantially improved 152% and 180% upon the addition of
nanofiller CNCs. This enhanced mechanical property is due to the efficient stress transfer from
PEO to CNCs stemming from their strong hydrogen bonding interactions and uniform
dispersion, as well as high alignment of CNCs in the electrospun nanocomposite fibers.
Generally, the incorporation of CNCs can decrease the fiber diameter of the electrospun
nanocomposite fiber mats, and this can impose some limitations of these system in TE
applications. One such example is cellular infiltration which can be hindered by decreasing
the scaffolds pore size/fiber diameter. Zhou et al. reported that 24% decrease in fiber diameter
for the electrospun nancomposite PEO/CNCs when incorporated with 20 wt.% [85]. Whereas
only a 19% reduction in fiber diameter is observed for the nanocomposite fiber mats electro‐
spun from MPLA/CNCs upon incorporation of 5 wt.% CNCs. This limitation can be alleviated
by adopting the electrospinning technique to increase the pore size of the scaffolds [82]. It is
known that the mechanical stability of the electrospun scaffolds is weakened by the increased
porosity and pore size. In this case, incorporation of nanofiller CNCs to reinforce or impart
higher mechanical strength of the nanofibrous scaffolds is highly useful strategy, while
offering effective and appropriate 3D scaffolds for the accommodation and sufficient migration
or infiltration of cells.
6. Summary and outlook
During the past few years, the need to utilize biomaterials such as cellulose nanocrystals for
tissue engineering application has increased dramatically. CNCs as a potential nanofiller and
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reinforcement material have created a significant interest especially in the design and fabri‐
cation of three-dimensional porous scaffold materials for the growth of 3D tissue. Scaffolds
prepared from the CNC-based nanocomposites using electrospinning technique have dem‐
onstrated to be highly suitable to better mimic the extracellular matrix. Regardless of the
considerable numbers of different polymeric (natural and synthetic) materials used for scaffold
preparation, incorporation of CNCs has significantly improved the mechanical properties,
porosity, and thus the adhesion, migration, and proliferation of the cells. Even though only a
very few and no in vivo biological tests have been carried out in order to access the performance
of scaffolds for practical applications, several studies are in progress to develop novel multi‐
functional biomaterials with tailored properties for tissue engineering applications.
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